Terms and Conditions of Sale

The purchase of the articles can be made:
1) At the store to your nearest authorized
Fill out the request for information on the availability of the items in the warehouse of the store
Fill out the request information on availability degl'articoli in stock
2) Shipping advance payment
Delivery & Shipping costs
Our shipments are made to Italy by courier Bartolini or Executive.
The merchandise is always accompanied by its receipt inside the package.
Shipping charges are not included in the price of products and increase proportionally based on the volume
and value of the goods.
It 'an additional cost for the smaller islands (including Venice) of .............. and for localities Campione
D'Italy and Livigno equal to ........ ..........
For Italy delivery times are 2 to 3 working days for the goods available in our warehouses, while the goods
are not ready for delivery vary according to the availability of the items ordered.
To learn Shipping costs and availability at the warehouse the items required, fill out the following order form
Payment
When filling out the order form you can choose from the following options:
- Money Order in advance
- Bank postal anticipated
- Bank transfer in advance
The goods will be prepared and shipped upon receipt by Fax 0587 291152 of receipt / proof of payment.
Bank of support for the payment
BANCA DI VERONA E NOVARA
AG.PONTEDERA PI
ABI 5188 CAB 71130 C / C N.10144
HEADED TALIANI GIUSEPPE SAS
On the site, once chosen products, its amount and the method of payment, the order form page will show,
however, the amount of postage and the total amount payable.
Purchase agreement between remote TALIANI GIUSEPPE SAS, based in Via Toscana 11-56025 Industrial
Zone Gello, Pontedera (PI) and the client:

1. RESPONSIBILITY
The Taliani Giuseppe Sas assumes no liability for disruptions caused by force majeure such as accidents,
explosions, fires, strikes and / or lockouts, earthquakes, floods and other similar events that could prevent, in
whole or in part, to implement the sales agreement in the agreed time. The Taliani Giuseppe Sas will not be
liable to any party for any damages, losses and costs incurred as a result of non-execution of the sales
agreement for the reasons mentioned above, or for any damages, losses and costs incurred as a result of 'use
of or inability to use the products purchased by Taliani Giuseppe Sas since the customer is only entitled to
any refund of the price paid, excluding any shipping charges. Likewise theThe Taliani Giuseppe Sas is not

responsible for any fraudulent or illegal use that may be made by third parties of the means of payment,
when payment for goods purchased. The Taliani Giuseppe Sas, in fact, is not able to monitor the correct and
lawful origin of the security that is delivered to the customer upon receipt of the goods.

2. OBLIGATIONS
The Customer undertakes, once the purchase procedure '' on line '', to handle the press and / or keep the
present general conditions, which, however, has already seen and accepted as a compulsory step as well as to
printing specifications of the product purchased, in order to fully satisfy the conditions set out in Articles 3
and 4 of Legislative Decree no. 185/99.
The purchaser is strictly prohibited to enter false and / or invented and / or fantasy in the registration process
required to provide him with the procedure for the implementation of this agreement of sale and the
subsequent communications; data details and e-mail must be their only real personal data and not some other
person.

3. CONTRACT TERMINATION AND EXPRESS TERMINATION
The La Taliani Giuseppe Sas has the right to terminate the agreement of sale by providing a notice to the
customer with adequate and justified reasons; in which case the customer shall only be entitled to a refund of
the amount already paid. The obligations assumed by the customer Art. 2 above (Obligations of the buyer) as
well as security for completion of payment the customer has to make, are essential, so that by express
agreement, the failure by the customer, with just one of said obligations will cause the termination of the
contract under article 1456 cc, without any judicial decision, subject to the right to The Taliani Giuseppe Sas
to sue for damages.

4. JURISDICTION
Any dispute regarding the application, execution, interpretation and violation of the purchase agreements ''
online '' obtained via the website www.cosediferro.it is subject to Italian jurisdiction; the general conditions
are reported, although not expressly provided herein, in conjunction with the Legislative Decree no. 50/92
and the Legislative Decree no. 185/99.
Any dispute between the parties relating to this contract shall be brought before the courts of Pisa.

5. RIGHT TO EXERCISE THE RIGHT OF WITHDRAWAL PURSUANT TO
LEGISLATIVE DECREE. 185/99
Are excluded from the decree subjects can not be classified as a consumer, that is who is acting for purposes
relating to their professional activity, that is, who places an order indicating the VAT to the invoice.
The customer has the right to withdraw, without penalty and without giving any reason, no later than 10
working days of delivery (as attested by the delivery date stated on the waybill of the courier).
The right of withdrawal is exercised by the deadline by sending a registered letter with acknowledgment of
receipt and all merchandise purchased at the following address: TALIANI GIUSEPPE SAS - Via Toscana
11-56025 Industrial Zone Gello, Pontedera (PI) . Communication can also be sent in advance by fax,
provided it is confirmed by registered letter with return receipt within the following 48 hours.
In the case of applicability of the right of withdrawal, the customer must return at his own expense all the
articles on the invoice as well as they are received and that is absolutely new, not used, complete with all
their parts and in original packaging (envelopes and packaging ). Failure to observe these principles render
the right of withdrawal.
For the return of the goods we advise our clients to use the service of Express Mail assured that we faster,
safe and cheap or contact one of the many couriers. We kindly customers to cooperate with us by following
our procedure for submission of returns and not to send the goods to which the right of withdrawal is not
applicable.

In case of application of the right of withdrawal, once the goods are received, The Taliani Giuseppe Sas will
reimburse the entire amount paid by the customer, excluding shipping costs, within thirty days from the date
the notice is received in the following ways: a goods exchange, a bank transfer.
Caution: If the right of withdrawal does not apply, pick up the goods at our office will be made by the
customer.
AIMS 'TREATMENT WHICH ARE INTENDED your data is
The data provided herein, in accordance with art. 10 of Law 675/96 on the '' protection of persons and other
subjects regarding the processing of personal data '', are treated as part of the normal activities of our
company, by:
1) purposes related to the management of computer reports (internal statistics, satisfaction feedback,
preliminary acquisition of information for the conclusion of a contract or the provision of a service, etc.);
2) purposes related to the obligations provided by law;
3) the functional activities of this company.
4) sending commercial communications.
The data processing is done through instruments that guarantee security and confidentiality in accordance
with Presidential Decree n. 318/99 with controlled access limited to authorized personnel. The data will be
stored on computer at the headquarters of Taliani Giuseppe Sas - Via Toscana 11, 56025 (PI), for the time
prescribed by law.
For more information on privacy visit the site of the Association for the Rights of Users and Consumers.

IF YOU PACK DAMAGED
In the face of shipments made so far there have been very few irregularities: less than 0.5%. Each package is
packed by Taliani Giuseppe Sas. If the package is not intact, that damaged or evidence of tampering (open
package, etc ... ..) it is necessary to point this out to the carrier that delivered the package and absolutely sign
the letter adding the words "SUBJECT". This allows you to protect themselves if they were to find any
abnormality after opening the package. Only in the latter case it has to signal it by fax to the local office of
the courier and, for information, to Taliani Giuseppe Sas number: 0587 292929

